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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about cloning a volume? 

A. You need to detach a volume before cloning from it. 

B. A cloned volume is the same as a snapshot that has a dependency on the source volume. 

C. You can change the block volume size when cloning a volume. 

D. You can create a clone for a volume across regions. 

Correct Answer: C 

References: 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Block/Tasks/cloningavolume.htm?tocpath=Services%7C
Block%20Volume%7C_____14 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two choices are true for Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW)? (Choose two.) 

A. Billing stops only when the ADW is terminated 

B. Billing stops for both CPU usage and storage usage when ADW is stopped 

C. Billing for compute stops when ADW is stopped 

D. Billing for storage continues when ADW is stopped 

Correct Answer: CD 

When Autonomous Databas instance is stopped, 

CPU billing is halted based on full-hour cycles of usage Billing for storage continues as long as the service instance
exists. and When Autonomous Database instance is started, the CPU billing is initiated 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a system administrator of your company and you are asked to manage updates and patches across all your
compute instances running Oracle Linux in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). As part of your task, you need to apply all
the latest kernel security updates to all instances. Which OCI service will allow you to complete this task? 

A. Resource Manager 

B. OS Management 

C. Storage Gateway 

D. Streaming 
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E. Registry 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://blogs.oracle.com/cloud-infrastructure/os-management-with-oracle-cloud-infrastructure 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two are true for Oracle Cloud Infrastructure DNS? (Choose two.) 

A. It can function only as a primary DNS. 

B. It supports other cloud providers such as AWS and Azure. 

C. It supports segregation of traffic by using the private pool. 

D. It does not provide DDoS protection. 

Correct Answer: BC 

References: B ?Support for Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, other Cloud provider endpoints (AWS, Azure) and private
assets, including Cloud, CDNs and Data Centers C ?Customers may purchase Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Private Pool
and Vanity Nameserver to have their Domain Names and Zones under a private IP pool with dedicated nameservers to
segregate from those of other customers in order to reduce the risk of external issues affecting their websites.
https://www.oracle.com/cloud/networking/dns-faq.html 

 

QUESTION 5

You have successfully configured identity federation between Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) and Oracle Identity
Cloud Services (IDCS). A new project manager wants access to OCI for her team and provides the name of an existing
group within IDCS to use when granting access. How do you configure federation to allow the project team access to
OCI resources? 

A. Create a new IAM group in OCI and map it to the existing IDCS group. Create a new policy in IDCS and reference
the name of the IAM group. 

B. Create a new Identity and Access Management (IAM) policy in OCI and reference the name of the IDCS group in
each policy statement. 

C. Create a new compartment in OCI with the same name as the existing IDCS group. Create an IAM policy that
references the new compartment and the name of the IDCS group. 

D. Create a new IAM group in OCI and map it to the existing IDCS group. Create a new IAM policy and reference the
name of the IAM group in each policy statement. 

Correct Answer: D 

When working with your IdP, your administrator defines groups and assigns each user to one or more groups according
to the type of access the user needs. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure also uses the concept of groups (in conjunction with
IAM policies) to define the type of access a user has. As part of setting up the relationship with the IdP, your
administrator can map each IdP group to a similarly defined IAM group, so that your company can re-use the IdP group
definitions when authorizing user access to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure resources. Here\\'s a screenshot from the
mapping process: 
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